Express Conversion Programs
Flexible programs to eliminate downtime and improve business performance

Benefits
Husky now offers simplified mold conversion programs for your complete, thread or weight conversions:
• Reduce downtime from 6–8 weeks to one shift
• Improve start-up part quality
• Eliminate complicated production scheduling
• Eliminate the need to build inventory
• Simplify logistics through flexible ship dates
• Reduce sensitivity in peak seasons
• Increase productivity
• Refurbish your plates with compatibility enhancements
• Start production sooner

Fully tested, with a quality start-up that you can count on, Express Conversion Programs from Husky help revitalize existing assets by extending their life, reducing the need to invest in new tooling.*

Express Conversion Programs leverage Husky’s vast supply chain by building a large inventory of mold plates for most common applications. Husky will ship you fully assembled refurbished mold plates with new stack components to replace your existing plates.*

This allows you to drastically reduce downtime because you can continue to run existing tooling while waiting for your new tooling to arrive. This program provides you a major advantage for when your next complete conversion (complete cold half and end of arm tool (EOAT)), thread conversion (moving half assembly), or weight conversion (core plate assembly) is required.

The success of your business depends, in part, on having a partner that helps you take advantage of opportunities that drive costs out of your operation. Lightweighting, thread conversions and new preform designs are examples of these cost saving opportunities. Express Conversion Programs are designed to help customers take advantage of such cost saving opportunities in a much more timely and cost-effective way.

* Terms and Conditions apply. Husky Express Conversion Programs are not available for all applications, and not in all countries due to international customs regulations regarding importing and exporting. Testing is based on manufacturing location and hot runner availability. Contact your Husky Sales Representative for more details.

Keeping our customers in the lead
Express Conversion Program™ vs. In-house Conversion

Express Conversion Programs virtually eliminate downtime in your operation when conversions are required.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Typical in-house conversion</th>
<th>Express Conversion Program</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

153 Shifts of Downtime Avoided
(based on an 8 hour shift Express Conversion Program service)

8 hours vs. 1224 hours
(based on typical downtime for conversion)

Express Conversion Programs virtually eliminate downtime in your operation when conversions are required.